Signatures of ''strong" J and ''weak" K exciton couplings in the nonlinear femtosecond optical response of the FMO photosynthetic complex are identified. The two types of couplings originate from interactions of molecular transition charge dipoles and change of molecular permanent dipoles in their ground and excited states, respectively. We demonstrate that by combining various two-dimensional optical signals it should be possible to invert spectroscopic data to reconstruct the full exciton Hamiltonian (energies and couplings).
Introduction
Assemblies of chromophores play crucial roles in light-harvesting, transport and primary charge-separation in photosynthetic bacteria and higher plants. These mark the primary events in the photosynthesis [1] [2] [3] [4] . Collective excitations in photosynthetic complexes undergo elaborate multi-step relaxation pathways, optimized to capture light with high speed and efficiency [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
These systems are typical to a broader class of molecular assemblies of electrically neutral chromophores with nonoverlapping charge distributions, which interact via electrostatic couplings between molecular multipoles. One-dimensional aggregates are classified as J or H type depending on the relative orientation of transition dipoles [10] [11] [12] .
The optical excitations of such aggregates are known as Frenkel excitons [4, 10, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The number of singly-excited states is equal to the number N of chromophores, whereas the number of double-exciton states scales as $ N 2 . The optical properties of aggregates are governed by molecular properties and the intermolecular interactions.
The two-dimensional correlation plots obtained by coherent multidimensional correlation spectroscopy reveal molecular fluctuation dynamics, intermolecular correlations, and exciton dynamics in real time [9, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . These experiments are carried out by applying four femtosecond pulses, as shown in Fig. 1 and controlling the three time intervals, t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , between them. Fourier transform of the signal with respect to these intervals generate multidimensional spectrograms, whose peak patten is associated with the network of intermolecular interactions [23, [27] [28] [29] . The lineshapes contain valuable signatures of interactions with intramolecular and solvent vibrations: static fluctuations cause inhomogeneous broadening, while fast fluctuations are responsible for exponential decay of coherences which shows up as homogeneous broadening. In this paper we study the signatures of two types of intermolecular interactions in various 2D signals and how they can be inverted to yield the exciton Hamiltonian.
The exciton model
Optical properties of a molecular aggregate are described by the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian:
where j0i is the ground state of the aggregate,B y n j0i denotes the set of single-excitons andB y mB y n j0i is a set of double-excitons. Their properties are characterized by energies e m and couplings J and K as described below.B y n is the nth excitation creation operator, which promotes molecule n into its excited state.B are the conjugate annihilation operators. These elementary excitations are hard-core bosons with the Pauli commutation rules ½B m ;B
This Hamiltonian is derived using the Heitler-London and the adiabatic approximations in Appendix A. The relevant states form three manifolds (ground state, single-and double-excitons). The ground state energy is given by h0jĤ ðeÞ 0i ¼ 0. In the single-exciton manifold the mth singly-excited state energy is h0jB mĤ 
The eigenvalues e e are obtained by diagonalizing the matrix 
is the unitary transformation matrix (m P n and e P e 0 ); [29] . Note that in the PRSE basis the excitons are hard-core Bosons. In the PESE basis this is no longer the case: two e and e 0 excitations which compose a single double-exciton are spatially delocalized and thus W ðeeÞ;f is finite.
Since we are using a normally-ordered form of the Hamiltonian, the single-exciton manifold only depends on J couplings. K couplings only affect the double-exciton (and higher) manifolds. J mn is dominant for near degenerate chromophores e m % e n but is negligible when their energy difference D mn ¼ je m À e n j is large,
In that limit the leading contributions to the energy-shifts come from K. In NMR J and K are known as strong and weak coupling and dominate homonuclear and heteronuclear signals, respectively [30] .
In the dipole approximation for molecular charge densities the J and K couplings are given by transition dipoles l m , and difference of permanent dipoles, d m , between the excited state and the ground state (see Appendix A):
where R mn is the vector connecting chromophores m and n. More general expressions in terms of charge distributions are given in Appendix A. The K coupling can be ignored for signals related to single-exciton properties, where J controls single-exciton eigenvalues, exciton delocalization and relaxation. It is also negligible when the dipole moment in the molecular excited state is similar to that of the ground state so that the difference is much smaller than the transition dipole. Electronic structure calculations of Bacteriochlorophyll molecules (BChls), which are the main pigments in photosynthetic complexes, show that the difference of permanent dipole is comparable to the transition dipole [31] . The K couplings must thus be crucial for signals which are sensitive to double-exciton manifold, i. e. excited state absorption and exciton annihilation.
Signatures of exciton couplings in multidimensional signals of the FMO complex
The FMO photosynthetic complex ( Fig. 1 ) is widely studied complex made of seven closely-packed bacteriochlorophyll a (BChla) molecules (Fig. 1) . Evidence of excitonic interactions and relaxation pattern has been established by a variety of spectroscopic techniques. Its single-exciton Hamiltonian is well known from spectroscopy investigations (Table 1) [9, [32] [33] [34] [35] . We have calculated the K couplings assuming the dipole-dipole interaction (Eq. (9) ) and the electronic structure calculations of Madjet et al. [31] : the magnitude of the d dipole of BChl molecule is 2.8 D (we use HF-CIS estimation) and it points out from ring I to ring III twisted 18°off ring V. The dipole origin is taken at the Mg atom. The calculated K couplings are given in Table 2 and will be denoted as K 0 . The signals were calculated using sum-over-eigenstates expressions as described by Abramavicius et al. [26] .
Each chromophore is assumed to be coupled to two, one fast and one slow, overdamped Brownian oscillators responsible for Table 1 Single-exciton Hamiltonian of FMO in cm À1 (e-diagonal and J-offdiagonal) taken from
Brixner et al. [8] . The exciton state energy of chromophore 7 (12,400 cm
À1
) is set to 0. homogeneous and inhomogeneous line broadening. The spectral density corresponding to chromophore n is C 00 n ðxÞ ¼ 2x
We have used the relaxation timescales K À1 variance). We have studied the signatures of K couplings in two types of signal [26] . The two-dimensional photon-echo (2D PE) signal (see Fig. 1 ) generated in phase-matching direction
is the most common 2D technique for probing exciton dynamics (k j is the wavevector of laser pulse j). This signal is described by the three Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 2 (left) which reflect excited state emission (ESE), ground state bleaching (GSB) and the excited state absorption (ESA) pathways. The ESA and GSB pathways are limited to the single-exciton space and, thus containing signatures of J couplings. The ESA pathway involves the doubleexciton states during t 3 , thus, carrying information about K couplings.
The simulated 2D PE signal is displayed in Fig. 3 . At t 2 ¼ 0 crosspeaks related to J coupling can be identified, reflecting cooperative exciton dynamics. The lineshapes are elongated along the main diagonal, which is characteristics of slow bath fluctuations. At longer t 2 delay times the exciton transport can be followed through the redistribution of blue crosspeak amplitudes. The difference between K ¼ 0 and K 0 can be identified by changes in green/ yellow-color regions, which signify the induced absorption and are sensitive to K couplings. Thus the main exciton peaks are unaffected by K. Only small part of the 2D plot reveals the K dependence of ESA. The sections of the 2D plot show (black solid and dotted lines) that K 0 induces significant variations of various peak amplitudes. These differences become smaller at long t 2 .
In Fig. 4 we show the ESA contribution to the 2D signal and its dependence on K couplings (the other, ESE and GSB, contributions do not depend on K and thus are not shown). K 0 induce small but visible changes to the ESA: the peaks amplitudes significantly change at t 2 ¼ 0. For the two strongest peaks we have: a is stronger than b for K ¼ 0, while b is stronger than a for K 0 . At longer delay times the signatures of K couplings vanish. For comparison we also show the signal calculated using larger couplings K 1 ¼ 4K 0 . The K 1 spectra show larger changes in Figs. 3 and 4: the various peaks change amplitudes. Two strongest peaks a and b shift as indicated by black arrows. At long t 2 some variation can be observed for peak c. The ESA contribution to the signal alone is however not a direct experimental observable.
We have further simulated the two-dimensional double-quantum coherence signal (2D 2Q) generated in
The corresponding Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 2 (right) [29, 36] . Both diagrams are of the ESA type: they only differ by the order of two final interactions. During the delay time t 2 the diagrams show double-exciton resonances, which directly depend on A convenient 2D representation of the signal uses the Fourier transform with respect to t 1 and t 2 at a fixed but finite t 3 > 0. The absolute value of this signal is presented in Fig. 5 . It shows very high sensitivity to the K couplings. At t 3 ¼ 10 fs, K 0 shows changes in peak amplitudes and peak positions compared to K ¼ 0. These are strongly-affected by the K couplings as can be seen in sections of 2D signal separately shown in Fig. 6 . At longer t 3 the peak patterns between K ¼ 0, K 0 and K 1 be included change dramatically.
Note that the single-exciton resonances along X 1 axis do not change. The t 3 evolution offers direct probe of double-exciton wavefunctions in the PESE basis (Eq. (4)). Our simulations show that double-exciton wavefunctions are very sensitive to K.
A different, ðX 2 ; X 3 Þ, projection of the 2D 2Q signal at t 1 ¼ 0 is shown in Fig. 7 (the t 1 evolution reflects exciton wavefunction as can be seen from diagrams in Fig. 2 , while peak amplitudes decay as in the linear polarization; we thus keep t 1 ¼ 0). The peaks along X 3 mix the single-exciton and double-exciton states and their resonances. The influence of K couplings is strong: this is confirmed by the section plots. K 0 couplings significantly change distribution of peak amplitudes (see ratio between two strongest negative peaks in the section plot). K 1 shows clear frequency shifts.
Discussion and conclusions
Our simulations demonstrate that the k I technique is most sensitive to properties of the single-exciton manifold, governed by site energies and J couplings. Many earlier simulations have been performed and compared with experiment, firmly establishing the single-exciton Hamiltonian block [8, 33, 37] . Note that the exciton transport timescales and pathways are related to overlaps of single-exciton wavefunctions w, which also reflect the J coupling network.
The k I signals are only weakly-sensitive to the double-exciton block via the ESA (and the K). Double-quantum 2D signals on the other hand are highly sensitive to the K couplings, since they directly probe the double-exciton manifold. It should be noted that these signals are equally sensitive to the single-exciton manifold through the single-exciton resonances along either the X 1 or the X 3 axis. The K couplings mainly induce the shifts of the doubleexciton eigen energies. Observed variations of the double-exciton peaks mainly come from K-induced perturbations of the interference pattern of strongly-overlapping positive and negative contributions. Note that the K-induced shifts (1-50 cm À1 ) are smaller than the absorption linewidth. However these small variations of transition frequencies in 2D 2Q signals are mapped into strong variations of the peak amplitudes.
The K couplings originate from the permanent dipole differences in the ground and excited state of molecules. These dipoles are relatively weak in FMO pigments. However, in more closepacked BChls (like in the photosynthetic reaction center) the excited state permanent dipole moment is highly affected by the surrounding BChls and contributions of the charge-transfer (CT) states become significant. The K couplings could then be very strong due to the large dipole moments of the CT states. The CT character of excited states are also important in donor-acceptor complexes. The accuracy of the estimated K couplings can be further improved by going beyond dipole-dipole coupling model [31] . Higher multipoles or the entire excited-state and transition charge distributions can be included using the expressions given in Appendix A.
In conclusion, we note that by combining the Àk 1 þ k 2 þ k 3 and induced techniques combined with coherent control and pulse shaping algorithms [28, 38] .
where q is an electron charge, N is the number of electrons, r are electron coordinates and R are the nuclei coordinates; Z denote the atomic number (N reflects Pauli principle for exchange of electrons). We consider two-level chromophores and denote the ground state wavefunction of chromophore n as 
